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Abstract

In this paper, a finite element modelling approach is developed for the analysis of the cyclic behavior of precast beam-

to-column connections. In particular, the modelling takes into account the compression-softening of concrete, the

bond-slip effect in the critical regions and the representation of the post-cast concrete interface. A newly developed

softened damage-plasticity model, which can reproduce the typical cyclic behavior of reinforced concrete, is adopted

for concrete. Meanwhile, to reflect the significant bond-slip effect between concrete and reinforcement bars, the M-P

stress-strain model is modified to account for the slippage by assuming the bar strain is the sum of the bar deformation

and the slip, while the anchorage slip is theoretically derived and validated through benchmarking the pull-out tests.

Additionally, a concrete layer between the precast concrete and the cast-in-situ concrete is incorporated to reflect

the features of the interface. The proposed numerical modelling approach is validated through simulation of both

interior and exterior precast beam-to-column connection tests. The validated models are subsequently employed to

investigate the influences of key factors such as the compression-softening and the bond-slip effect on the analysis

of the cyclic behavior of the precast beam-to-column connections. Results demonstrate that the proposed model is

capable of reproducing the typical behavior of precast beam-to-column connections and can serve as an effective tool

for the seismic performance analysis and investigation of design parameters of precast connections.

Keywords: finite element modelling, precast concrete, beam-to-column connection, cyclic behavior, softened

damage-plasticity model, bond-slip effect, post-cast interface

1. Introduction1

Precast concrete structures are widely used in industrial and residual buildings around the world including the2

United State, Japan, New Zealand and China, and they have various advantages compared with the traditional cast-3

in-situ concrete structures, including the product quality, construction speed, less manual labor, low environmental4

pollution, and so on [1]. Among different kinds of precast concrete structure systems at present, frame structures5

are particularly suitable for precast concrete industry since the beam and column components are very convenient for6

standardization, prefabrication and assembling. For example, in the past 5 years precast frame systems have been7

applied in more than 1 million m2 buildings in China. In precast concrete frame structures, the beam-to-column8

connections are the crucial part as they affect not only the overall performance of the structures but also the cost and9

construction efficiency. Therefore, it is of great interest in studying the design methodologies, detailing, and analysis10

models of the precast concrete beam-to-column connections.11

Most of the past investigations into the seismic performance of precast beam-to-column connections have been12

conducted using reversal cyclic loading tests on large size specimens, e.g., the work by Park and Bull [2], Alcocer et13

al. [3], Im et al. [4], Xue and Yang [5], Kulkarni and Li [6], Li and Kulkarni [7], Cai et al. [8], Chen et al. [9], Guan14
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et al. [1], etc. Through physical experiments, direct comparisons have been made between the various precast beam-15

to-column connections and their conventional monolithic counterparts in terms of the strength, ductility and energy16

dissipation capacities. However, experimental studies are usually costly and time consuming, and can be restricted by17

the test facilities and space [10]. Furthermore, the behavior of the beam-to-column connection is very complex and18

several parameters (e.g., axial load ratio, reinforcing details, concrete strength, etc.) have significant influences on19

its seismic performance; it is impractical to fully investigate all parameters through a limited number of experiments20

[11]. Therefore, numerical simulation has become a much needed means for the quantification of the influence of the21

underlying parameters, as well as further development of the design methodologies.22

Generally, two kinds of numerical models are developed for precast beam-to-column connections. Models of the23

first kind are the macro-level joint models. These models [12, 13] usually use fiber elements to simulate the beams24

and columns, while additional rotational springs are introduced to the joint region to represent the bar slippage and the25

shear distortion of the joint panel, which are especially important for precast concrete structures due to the inevitable26

differences between the pre- and post-cast concrete. Yu and Tan [14] also proposed a new component-based joint27

model for precast concrete structures with an emphasis on the bond-slip behavior of longitudinal bars under large28

tension. Obviously, such a macro-level approach is simple and computationally efficient, thus is widely adopted for29

seismic analysis of precast beam-to-column connections. However, the calibration of the model parameters is usually30

difficult. Moreover, the macro-level joint models are suited mainly for analysis of whole or part of a frame structure,31

but cannot be used effectively for the investigation of the behavior within a joint or connection itself.32

Models of the second kind are continuum-based finite element models, usually in a three-dimensional (3D) dom-33

ain. These models are more elaborate and can provide detailed responses of the local region as compared with the34

macro models. Kulkarni et al. [15] and Li et al. [16] proposed a finite element model for precast hybrid-steel concrete35

connections under cyclic loading based on DIANA software, where two-dimensional (2D) plane stress elements were36

used for concrete and steel plates. The hysteretic curves of the connection were obtained and the influences of some37

critical design parameters were studied. Kaya and Arslan [17] used ANSYS to model post-tensioned precast beam-38

to-column connections under different stress levels; however, only monotonic behavior was obtained. Hawileh et al.39

[10] developed a detailed 3D finite element model for precast hybrid beam-to-column connections subjected to cyclic40

loads, and surface-to-surface contact between the beam and column faces were considered in the model. Bahrami et41

al. [18] numerically analyzed seismic performance of two new precast beam-to-column connections using ABAQUS42

software, covering the lateral resistance, ductility and energy dissipation of the connections. However, the analysis43

was also limited to monotonic loading.44

It is fair to state that 3D finite element modelling represents the current trend in the numerical analysis of precast45

beam-to-column connections, due apparently to its presumed ability in describing the complex connection behavior in46

a realistic manner. However, there has been a lack of detailed discussion on the methodology and specific modelling47

techniques for precast beam-to-column connections, especially under reversal cyclic loading. This may be caused48

by the challenges in devising an adequate multi-axial concrete model with good computational stability under cyclic49

loading. Further, though widely realized of its significance, there has been a lack of efficient ways to represent the50

bar slippage (or bond-slip effect) in the critical regions, as well as the precast and cast-in-situ concrete interface, in a51

detailed FE model for the precast connections.52

In light of the above-mentioned background, this paper aims at developing a rational procedure for the 3D finite53

element modelling of precast beam-to-column connections, with a particular emphasis on the cyclic behavior. A newly54

developed softened damage-plasticity model, which is numerically stable and reflects the typical cyclic behavior55

of reinforced concrete, is adopted for modelling of concrete. Meanwhile, to reflect the significant bond-slip effect56

between concrete and reinforcement bars at the joint core and plastic hinge regions of the precast connection assembly,57

the Menegotto-Pinto (M-P) stress-strain model is modified to account for the slip deformation. The modification to58

the M-P bar model is established on the basis of equivalent overall slip over the development length (anchorage slip)59

by adopting a modified bar strain to represent the sum of the bar deformation and the slip, while the anchorage slip60

is theoretically derived and validated through benchmarking the pull-out tests. An additional post-cast interface is set61

in the finite element modelling of the precast beam-to-column connections. The developed finite element model is62

validated through comparisons with the experimental results of several interior and exterior connections in terms of63

hysteretic load-displacement curves, stiffness degradation, energy dissipation, etc. Finally, the influences of the key64

factors, including the compression-softening, bond-slip effect, and the pre- and post-cast concrete interface on the65

cyclic performance of the precast beam-to-column connection are investigated.66
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2. Concrete damage-plasticity model with compression-softening67

To model the typical cyclic behavior of the precast beam-to-column connections, a newly developed softened68

damage-plasticity model [19, 20] is adopted for concrete. This concrete model accounts for the compression-softening69

effect (Fig. 1) [21, 22] and is proven to be numerically robust for cyclic loading. The detailed derivation of the model70

can be seen in Refs. [19, 20]. Here it is briefly introduced.71
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Figure 1: Compression-softening effect of reinforced concrete

Based on this model, the constitutive relation of concrete material is expressed as72

σ = (I − D
s) : E0 : (ε − ε p) (1)

where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor; I is the unit tensor; E0 is the fourth-order elastic modulus tensor; ε is the total73

strain tensor; εe and ε p are the elastic and plastic components of the strain tensor, respectively; Ds is the fourth-order74

damage tensor with compression-softening, which is given by75

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩D
s = d+P+ + ds−

P
−

ds− = 1 − β (1 − d−)
(2)

in which P
+ and P

− are the projection tensors; d+ and d− are the two damage variables representing the corresponding76

tensile and compressive behaviors of concrete; β is the softening coefficient.77

The damage evolution is controlled by the energy release rates Y± [23, 24, 25], which be further simplified into78

energy equivalent strains εeq± to represent the multi-dimensional damage evolution through uniaxial damage functions79

[26], i.e.,80

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
εeq+
=

√
2Y+
E0

εeq−
= 1

E0(1−α)

√
Y−
b0

(3)

where E0 is the initial elastic modulus; b0 and α are the material parameters [23].81

Consequently, the damage evolution functions can be determined by the uniaxial test data or some empirical82

functions. The following function proposed in [27, 28] is used herein83

d± =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 − ρ±n±

n±−1+(x±)n± x± ≤ 1

1 − ρ±

α±(x±−1)2+x± x± > 1
(4)
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in which84

x± =
εeq±

ε±c
, ρ± =

f ±c
E0ε±c

, n± =
1

1 − ρ± (5)

where f ±c is the tensile/compressive peak strength; and ε±c is the strain corresponding to the peak strength in compres-85

sion/tension; α± is the tensile/compressive descending parameter that controls the shape of the descending part of the86

stress-strain curve.87

The expression of softening coefficient β is derived based on the softened truss model (STM) [22], namely,88

β =
1√

1 + 400εe+max

(6)

In addition, the plastic strain ε p can be determined through the empirical model developed by Faria et al. [29] and89

modified by Wu [30] is adopted, i.e.,90

ε̇ p = bpσ (7)

where bp is the plastic flow parameter as91

bp = ξpE0H(ḋ−)
〈εe : ε̇〉
σ : σ

≥ 0 (8)

where ξp is the plastic coefficient. It should be noted that the tensile plastic strain is neglected since it is relatively92

small compared with the compressive one and has little influence of the entire structural behavior.93

Moreover, to avoid mesh dependency issue when simulating softening responses [31, 32, 33, 34], the fracture94

energy is commonly employed for mesh regularization [35, 36, 37]. However, since the damage evolution function is95

rather complex, the material parameters cannot be explicitly expressed by the fracture energy. To simplify the proce-96

dure, we choose to select the appropriate descending parameters α± in Eq. (4) to ensure constant energy dissipation97

under different mesh dimensions, in a similar way as adopted by Berto et al. [38], i.e.,98

G±
f

lch
=

∫
σ±dε± (9)

where G±
f are the tensile and compressive fracture energy, respectively; lch is the characteristic length related to the99

element dimension of the mesh100

lch =
m
√

Vele (10)

where Vele is the volume of the element in the mesh; m is the dimension of the problem domain.101

The standard tensile fracture energy of concrete can be found from the CEB 1990 model code. The compressive102

fracture energy, on the other hand, remains a subject of debate in structural engineering, especially for reinforced103

concrete. In this paper, the values recommended by Saritas and Filippou [36] are adopted.104

3. Steel M-P model with bond-slip effect105

3.1. Menegotto-Pinto model for reinforcement106

The well-known Menegotto-Pinto (M-P) model, which accounts for the Bauschinger′s effect, is used for reinfor-107

cing steel bars, including both longitudinal and transverse bars. The model was first developed by Menegotto and108

Pinto [39], and then modified by Filippou et al. [40] to incorporate the isotropic hardening effect, and has proven to109

be good in reproducing the behavior of reinforcing steel bars. The skeleton curve of the model is actually a bilinear110

model, whose yield strength is fy, and the elastic modulus is Es, post-yield modulus is Eh = bEs, in which b is the111

hardening ratio. The hysteretic behavior is defined by two sets of asymptote straight lines, as shown in Fig. 2. At the112
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reversal point, the curve unloads with the initial elastic stiffness Es, and then a curved transition is made by the two113

asymptote straight lines with slopes Es and Eh, respectively. The monotonic curve of the stress-strain relation is114

σ =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩Esεs εs ≤ εy
fy + Eh

(
εs − εy

)
εs > εy

(11)

The hysteretic curve is given by115

σ∗ = bε∗ +
(1 − b) ε∗(
1 + ε∗R

)1/R (12)

with116

ε∗ =
ε − εr
ε0 − εr , σ

∗ =
σ − σr

σ0 − σr
(13)

where (ε0, σ0) correspond to the strain and stress at the intersection point of the two asymptote straight lines; (εr, σr)117

correspond to the strain and stress at the last reversal point; R is the coefficient that controls the shape of the transition118

curve in order to better represent the Bauschinger′s effect. After each reversal, the point sets (ε0, σ0) and (εr, σr) are119

updated.120

2 2,r r

2 2
0 0,

1 1
0 0,

1 1,r r

1

2

sE

hE

Figure 2: Menegotto-Pinto uniaxial stress-strain model

3.2. Analytical derivation of the bar slip121

The bond-slip effect is an important factor that influences the behavior of the beam-to-column connections sub-122

jected to cyclic loadings. For precast concrete structures, this effect is even more significant since the quality of the123

post-cast concrete in the joint core region cannot be guaranteed as in the monolithic structures. The perfect bond124

assumption will lead to an over-estimate of the load capacity [41]. Therefore, the bond-slip effect should be carefully125

considered in the numerical model.126

An explicit representation of the bond-slip mechanism may be achieved by incorporating contact or spring ele-127

ments at the interface between the solid elements (representing concrete) and beam/truss elements (representing rein-128

forcement) in a 3D finite element models, with the properties of the contact or spring element being assigned to129

simulate for example a tri-linear bond stress-slip relationship. Although such an approach is potentially more accu-130

rate, it requires a very complex pre-processing step for the pairing of the slave nodes from the beam/truss elements and131
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the master nodes from the solid elements, and increases significantly the computational cost due to increased DOFs132

and elements.133

In more recent years, another way of considering the bond-slip effect has emerged in numerical modelling for134

macro-level analysis of reinforced concrete responses [12, 14, 42] and fiber elements [43, 44, 45, 46, 47]. A bar135

stress-slip relation is derived by assuming the distribution of the bond stress, which represents the bond-slip spring, to136

formulate a component-based element. Likewise, the stress-stain relation of the reinforcement bars may be modified137

to incorporate the slip effect in the formulation of a fiber element. Although the method is indirect and may be less138

accurate, it provides an effective means to reconcile between the numerical accuracy and efficiency.139

It should be noted, however, previous works [45, 46] along this line have mostly assumed a large enough ancho-140

rage length in the derivation, and consequently the applicability is restricted. Moreover, the approach has not been141

examined in a 3D finite element modelling environment. In the present study, we derive the slippage of different142

reinforcement bars (continuous or anchored) in the joint region with different anchorage lengths (enough or not) and143

different shapes (straight or bent). The result is used to modify the uniaxial M-P model to reflect bond-slip, which144

is then implemented conveniently in a 3D finite element analysis of beam-to-column connections. Details of the145

derivation are given in what follows.146

A stepped bond stress distribution is assumed according to previous studies [48], as shown in Fig. 3. The bond147

stress for the elastic range (εs ≤ εy) is ube = 1.0
√

f ′c , while the bond stress for the inelastic range (εs > εy) is148

uby = 0.5
√

f ′c [14]. Based on the static equilibrium condition, the bar stress distribution can be derived with the149

bond stress definition, and the bar strain distribution is subsequently obtained. Finally, the total bar slippage s of the150

developed length Ld can be evaluated by integrating the strain field as151

s =
∫ Ld

0

ε (x) dx (14)

and the full developed length Ld is given by152

Ld =
fydb

4ube︸︷︷︸
Led

+

(
fu − fy

)
db

4uby︸��������︷︷��������︸
Lyd

(15)

where Led is the full developed length for elastic part; Lyd is the full developed length for plastic part; db is the bar153

diameter; fu is the ultimate fracture stress.154

bond stress

y
f

bar stress

s
f

e
u

y
u

yy

bar strain

ss

d
L

ydb
L

edb
L

straighthooked

embedded length

Figure 3: Bond-slip distribution at the beam-column joint interface

In a general situation, continuous and anchored bars are common used in the joint region, and the actual embedded155

length Lembd of the bar may not cover the full developed length Ld. Therefore, different scenarios should be considered156
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to obtain the respective expressions of the bar slippage. For continuous bars, the opposite side of the joint core (which157

is actually under compression) is assumed to be the start point of the bond-slip distribution, and the slip at the start158

point is assumed to be zero, which means the embedded length is just the joint width and the plastic hinge length. For159

anchored bars, the embedded length is realistic one for straight anchored bars, or can be treated as a straight bar with160

an equivalent embedment length for bent bars [14]161

Lembd = Lb
embd + 5db (16)

where Lb
embd is the length of the embedded straight part of the bent bar.162

According to the relation of the embedded length and the developed length of the bar, as shown in Fig. 4, the163

following scenarios can be formulated:164

• Sufficient embedded length, Lembd > Ld, as shown in Fig. 4(a).165

(a) Fully elastic: if the applied strain (at the right end in the figure) is less than the yield strain (εs ≤ εy), the166

developed elastic bond length Ledb can be determined by the force equilibrium167

Ledb =
fsdb

4ube
(17)

Then the slip can be obtained by integrating the strain profile over the developed bond length168

s =
∫ Ledb

0

ε (x) dx =
εs
2

Ledb (18)

(b) Elastoplastic: if the applied strain is over the yield strain (εs > εy), the corresponding developed bond length169

Ldb can be divided into two parts, an elastic part (Ledb) and a plastic part (Lydb), i.e.,170

Ldb =
fydb

4ube︸︷︷︸
Ledb

+

(
fs − fy

)
db

4uby︸��������︷︷��������︸
Lydb

(19)

Thus the slip is171

s =
∫ Ledb

0

ε (x) dx +
∫ Lydb

Ledb

ε (x) dx =
εy

2
Ledb +

εy + εs

2
Lydb (20)

Note that if the strain at the loaded end εs reaches the rupture strain εu, the bar will fail by a rupture mode.172

• Insufficient total embedded length but sufficient elastic embedded length, Ld > Lembd > Led, as shown in173

Fig. 4(b).174

In this case, the first two developing stages of the slip are the same as Eqs. (18) and (20) in case (1) since the175

elastic embedded length is sufficient. However, when the bar stress at the loaded end is over the yield strength176

(hardening), the bar can be stressed through the start point (continuous bars) or the free-end (anchored bars),177

consequently the elastic and plastic developed bond lengths will be178

Lydb =

(
fs − fy

)
db

4uby
, Ledb = Lembd − Lydb (21)

The strain profiles are different for continuous bars and anchored bars since the boundary conditions are totally179

different. For continuous bars, the slip at the start point is assumed to be zero, while for anchored bars the180

free-end slip s0 may occur and the strain profile should be modified to the blue dashed line in Fig. 4(b) to ensure181

zero strain at the free-end. Thus, the total slip can be grouped into182
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– Continuous bar:

scont =

∫ Ledb

0

ε (x) dx +
∫ Lydb

Ledb

ε (x) dx =
εend + εy

2
Ledb +

εy + εs

2
Lydb (22)

– Anchored bar:

sanch = s0 +

∫ Ledb

0

ε (x) dx +
∫ Lydb

Ledb

ε (x) dx = s0 +
εy

2
Ledb +

εy + εs

2
Lydb (23)

For continuous bars, the strain εend at the start point is183

εend =
Led − Ledb

Led
εy (24)

For anchored bars, the free-end slip s0 can be calculated according to the model by Alsiwat and Saatcioglu [49]184

s0 = s1

(
ue

uu

)2.5

(25)

with185

s1 =

(
30

f ′c

)0.5

, ue =
fsedb

4Ledb
, uu =

(
20 − db

4

) (
f ′c
30

)0.5

(26)

where s1 is the ultimate slip at the free-end; ue is the elastic bond stress at the free-end; uu is the ultimate bond186

stress; fse is the maximum bar stress (≤ fy) in the elastic developed bond length. Note that if ue reaches uu187

(s0 ≥ s1), the bar will fail by a pull-out mode.188

• Insufficient total length and insufficient elastic embedded length, Lembd < Led, as shown in Fig. 4(c).189

If the embedded length is shorter than the required full elastic developed length, at first it is still the same as190

Eq. (18), then the bar will be stressed over the entire length. If the applied strain is still in the elastic stage, The191

developed elastic bond length is actually the full embedded length, i.e., Ledb = Lembd. Similarly, the slip can be192

derived according to bar type, i.e.,193

– Continuous bar:

scont =

∫ Lembd

0

ε (x) dx =
εend + εs

2
Lembd (27)

– Anchored bar:

sanch = s0 +

∫ Lembd

0

ε (x) dx = s0 +
εs
2

Lembd (28)

in which the start point strain for continuous bars will be194

εend =
Led − Lembd

Led
εs (29)

Pull-out failure will occur if s0 ≥ s1. If this does not happen when the bar yields at the loaded end, then the slip195

is the same as Eq. (22) or (23).196

In summary, the slip for the three cases can be expressed as:197

• Case 1: Lembd > Ld198

s =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
εs
2

Ledb εs ≤ εy Ledb =
fsdb
4ube

εy
2

Ledb +
εy+εs

2
Lydb εs > εy Ledb = Led, Lydb =

( fs− fy)db

4uby

(30)
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Figure 4: Strain profiles of different bar embedded length

• Case 2: Ld > Lembd > Led

s =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

εs
2

Ledb εs ≤ εy Ledb =
fsdb
4ube

εy
2

Ledb +
εy+εs

2
Lydb εs > εy Ledb = Led, Lydb =

( fs− fy)db

4uby
≤ Lembd − Led

scont in Eq. (22) or sanch in Eq. (23) εs > εy Lydb =
( fs− fy)db

4uby
, Ledb = Lembd − Lydb

(31)

• Case 3: Lembd < Led

s =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
εs
2

Ledb εs ≤ εy Ledb =
fsdb
4ube

≤ Lembd

scont in Eq. (27) or sanch in Eq. (28) εs ≤ εy Ledb = Lembd

scont in Eq. (22) or sanch in Eq. (23) εs > εy Lydb =
( fs− fy)db

4uby
, Ledb = Lembd − Lydb

(32)

The bar stress-slip relationship can be determined according to the above Eqs. (30)-(32) for different bar embedded199

length situations. Note that two different failure modes may take place, namely bar rupture failure (εs ≥ εu) and pull-200

out failure (s0 ≥ s1), and whichever is reached it would be treated as the failure of the bar.201

In order to validate the above proposed bar stress-slip model, several pull-out tests reported in [50] are simula-202

ted. Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the analytical and experimental results. A good agreement is observed,203

demonstrating the accuracy of the proposed model.204

3.3. Modified uniaxial stress-strain relationship for reinforcement205

For a precast beam-to-column column connection, the bar deformation in the joint and in the plastic hinge region206

includes two distinctive contributions: the bar deformation itself and the anchorage slip. The anchorage slip is asso-207

ciated with the bond-slip effect, and as mentioned before this effect may be accounted for by using an equivalent bar208
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Figure 5: Validation of the proposed slip model by pullout tests

stress-strain relation model [46, 51]. In the 3D finite element model herein, the equivalent bar stress-strain relation is209

obtained based on the slip model described in Section 3.2. By uniformly distributing the slip into the bars at the joint210

core and plastic hinge region, the equivalent bar strain is obtained as211

ε′s = εs +
s

Le
(33)

where ε′s is the modified bar strain accounting for slip; εs is the original bar strain; s is the total bar slip; Le is the212

length of the bar at the joint core and plastic hinge.213

Therefore, a modified M-P model can be developed for the bars in the joint core and plastic hinge with Eq. (33).214

The modifications are actually a reduction of the elastic stiffness and an elongation of the hardening branch for tension.215

In this present model a zero slip is assumed for bar under compression [46], thus the compressive curve of the M-P216

model remains unchanged.217

The modifications are all illustrated in Fig. 6. In the monotonic skeleton for tension, the bar stress of the elastic218

stage can be written as219

fs = Esεs = E′
sε
′
s (34)

where E′
s is the modified elastic modulus accounting for bond-slip, and can be derived by substituting Eq. (33) into220

Eq. (34), i.e.,221

E′
s =

Esεs
ε′s
=

Es

1 + s/ (εsLe)
(35)

In the hardening stage, the following equilibrium should be satisfied222

fs = fy + Eh

(
εs − εy

)
= fy + E′

h

(
ε′s − ε′y

)
(36)

Thus the modified hardening stiffness E′
h can be expressed by223

E′
h = Eh

εs − εy
ε′s − ε′y

=
Eh

1 +
(
s − sy

)
/
(
εsLe − εyLe

) = bEs

1 +
(
s − sy

)
/
(
εsLe − εyLe

) (37)

where sy is the slip corresponding to the yield strain.224
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Finally, the tension monotonic curve considering bond-slip can be unified as225

σ =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩E′
sε
′
s ε′s ≤ ε′y

fy + E′
h

(
ε′s − ε′y

)
ε′s > ε′y

(38)

'
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Figure 6: Modified stress-strain relation considering bond-slip for reinforcement bars

The hysteretic behavior is still defined by two asymptote straight lines, but the stiffness of the lines should be226

changed according to Eq. 38 [51]. The tensile unloading follows the initial stiffnessE′
s, and the transition is determined227

by asymptote lines with stiffness E′
s and E′

h (marked in red in Fig. 6, respectively. The compressive unloading and228

transition are the same as the original M-P model.229

With the above modified stress-strain model for the reinforcing bars, the bond-slip effects in the joint core and230

plastic hinge region can be well represented without the need for an explicit bar-concrete interface treatment. Chan-231

ging the constitutive models for reinforcement bars (both continuous ones and anchored ones) according to different232

embedded lengths can effectively represent the significant bond-slip effects in these regions. Therefore by applying233

a combination of the original and the modified M-P models, it is possible to simulate a variety of precast beam-to-234

column connections with a 3D finite element model in a computationally efficient way.235

It should be noted that, the above approach is actually an implicit and macro-level way to consider bond-slip, thus236

the cyclic effects on the bond-slip responses are neglected, and the effects of bond deterioration on accumulation of237

strains in some cracks (strain localization) versus uniformly distributed cracks cannot be captured. The method aims238

at finding an effective means to reconcile between the numerical accuracy and efficiency. More elaborated approach239

to represent the bond-slip effect requires further work.240

4. Finite element modelling strategy for precast beam-to-column connection241

The above-mentioned material models are both implemented into the ABAQUS software through user-defined242

subroutine UMAT, thus 3D finite element model of precast beam-to-column connections can be developed with the243

incorporation of the above described material models using the ABAQUS software, and the implicit Newton-Raphson244

method is employed in the numerical calculations. Fig. 7 presents an overall view of a typical finite element model.245

The precast concrete beams and columns, as well as the post-cast concrete, are modelled with 8-node solid elements,246

while the reinforcement bars are modelled with 2-node truss elements. The reinforcement bars are embedded in247

concrete, which means the bar is fully bonded to the surrounding concrete. A 10 mm thick layer is arranged between248

the precast beam-column components and the post-cast concrete to represent the properties of the post-cast concrete at249
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the interface, since it is another typical feature of precast concrete structures. The softened damage-plasticity model is250

used to model the concrete. The concrete strength for the post-cast interface is taken as 0.9 f ′c to reflect the weakened251

material at the interface between the precast concrete and post-cast concrete. The modified M-P model is used for252

the bars inside the joint core and the beam/column plastic hinge region to account for the bond-slip effect, while the253

original M-P model is used for the reinforcement in the remaining regions. The plastic hinge length is computed by254

Le = Lcore + 0.5hsec [14], where Lcore is the core width and hsec is the hight of the section.255

The mesh size is set as 50 × 50 × 50 mm, correspondingly, the characteristic length is computed by Eq. (10). The256

tensile fracture energies are ranging from 100 N/m to 130 N/m, while the compressive fracture energies are ranging257

from 25000 N/m to 35000 N/m [36, 52]. With lch and G±
f , the material descending parameters α± can be easily258

determined through uniaxial tension and compression tests and Eq. (4).259

Precast beams and columns

Reinforcement steel cage

Cast-in-situ concrete

Post-cast concrete interface

Modified steel model
region

Figure 7: Finite element model for the precast beam-to-column connection

5. Model validations260

To validate the finite element modelling strategy proposed in this paper, a series of precast interior and exterior261

beam-to-column connections is analyzed. The selected specimens have different failure patterns, thus the capability262

of the proposed method can be fully demonstrated.263

5.1. Interior beam-to-column connections with flexure failure264

Firstly two interior beam-to-column connections (specimen S2 and S3) tested by Guan et al. [1], which were265

characterized as flexure failure, were modelled. The schematic design of the connection is shown in Fig. 8, and the266

material properties of the concrete and reinforcement bars used in the specimens are listed in Table 1. Other details267

about the specimen information and experimental setup can be found in Ref. [1]. In analysis, the loading scheme is268

divided into two parts, i.e., first the axial load is applied on the top of the column through force control, then the lateral269

cyclic load is imposed at the same position via displacement control.270

The numerical results for the flexure failure specimens S2 and S3 are demonstrated in Fig. 9, which shows a271

comparison of the computed load-displacement hysteretic curves (moment vs. drift angle) for S2 and S3, respectively,272
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Figure 8: Schematic design of the flexure failure specimens S2/S3 by Guan et al. [1] (dimensions are in mm)

Table 1: Material properties of the interior beam-to-column connection specimens S2/S3

Concrete properties
Concrete type Precast columns Precast beams Connection zone

Compressive strength f ′c (MPa) 55.5 51.4 56.1

Reinforcement properties
Bar diameter (mm) D8 D10 D20 D22 D25

Area (mm2) 50.2 78.5 314.0 379.9 490.6

Elasticity Es (MPa) 2×105 2×105 2×105 2×105 2×105

Yield strength fy (MPa) 448 433 448 450 429

Yield strain εy 0.00224 0.00216 0.00224 0.00225 0.00214

Ultimate strength fu (MPa) 646 598 617 624 607

Hardening ratio b 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
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with the test results. Good agreements can be observed. Actually the low-cycle fatigue is not considered in the273

material models, so only the first cycle (totally three in the experiments) of each drift angle applied to the specimens274

is used for comparison. The strength and stiffness of the connections for most cycles are predicted very well by275

the numerical models. Relatively speaking, the pinching effect appears to be less predicted by the numerical model.276

This is probably because of the fact that multiple (three) cycles were performed at each level of the displacement in277

the actual experiment, causing low-cycle fatigue, whereas in the numerical simulation such an effect has not been278

considered in the material models. Meanwhile, the concrete damaged plasticity (CDP) model in ABAQUS is also279

used to model the specimen S2, and the results are compared with that by the proposed model in Fig. 9(a). Obviously,280

the response predicted by the CDP is a little larger than the experimental results, and the pinching effect is also over-281

estimated. This may just because the compression-softening effect under tension-compression stress state is neglected282

in CDP, thus the shear behavior cannot be accurately represented.283

In addition, the quantitative features of the hysteretic responses, i.e., stiffness degradation and energy dissipation,284

are also displayed in Fig. 10. The stiffness degradation is calculated according to the secant stiffness, which is defined285

as the slope of the secant line connecting the peak response points in positive and negative directions of each drift angle286

cycle. As can be seen, the degradation of stiffness from the numerical simulation matches well with the experimental287

counterpart. The initial stiffness of the specimens are slightly overestimated by the numerical models, this may be288

caused by the fact that the boundary conditions of the specimens cannot be accurately modelled in the simulation,289

since some DOFs of the supports are not restrained perfectly in the experiments. The experimental curves increased290

slightly in the drift angle range of 0.2-1% due to some friction between the supporting plates and rotating plate of the291

column base, which cannot be reflected in the model. A good agreement is also observed of the energy dissipation in292

the two specimens between the computed and test results.293
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Figure 9: Load-displacement hysteretic curves of S2 and S3

Furthermore, Fig. 11 compares the failure modes of the specimens obtained from the numerical models and the294

experiments. The contour in the numerical models actually indicates the damage distribution of the specimens. For295

both specimen S2 and S3, the cracks formed at the beam ends and then gradually spread along the beam, and finally296

the specimens failed due to concrete crushing at the beam ends, i.e., a flexure type failure. These features are all well297

captured by the numerical models.298

As a proof of the mesh convergence, the results of two different mesh sizes for S2, i.e., 50 × 50 × 50 mm and299

25 × 25 × 25 mm, are also compared in Fig. 12, where both the hyseteretic responses for models with and without300

regularization are shown. It can be seen that the results by two different meshes show an obvious mesh-dependency if301

the regularization is not adopted, while the results are nearly the same after the regularization is used. This indicates302

that the regularization method adopted by this paper to avoid mesh-sensitivity issue is effective.303
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Figure 10: Quantitative features of the hysteretic curves of S2 and S3
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Figure 11: Experimental and numerical failure modes of S2 and S3
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Figure 12: Results by different mesh size types for S2

5.2. Interior beam-to-column connections with bond/shear failure304

Secondly two specimens (specimen SP3 and SP4) tested by Im et al. [4], which were characterized as bond/shear305

failure at the joint region, were analyzed. The specimens details, i.e., design and geometric information, are given in306

Fig. 13. The only difference between the two specimens are the longitudinal reinforcing ratios. Material properties307

for the specimens are listed in Table 2. The loading scheme in analysis is the same as the previous example.308

Table 2: Material properties of the interior beam-to-column connection specimens SP3/SP4

Concrete properties
Concrete type Precast columns Precast beams Connection zone

Compressive strength f ′c (MPa) 47.5 35.1 34.9

Reinforcement properties
Bar diameter (mm) D13 D16 D25 D32 D35

Area (mm2) 127 199 507 794 957

Elasticity Es (MPa) 2×105 2×105 2×105 2×105 2×105

Yield strength fy (MPa) 503 434 463 468 493

Yield strain εy 0.00251 0.00217 0.00231 0.00234 0.00246

Ultimate strength fu (MPa) 583 585 630 599 605

Hardening ratio b 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

The numerical results for the bond/shear failure specimens SP3 and SP4 are displayed in Fig. 14, where the309

experimental and numerical cyclic responses of the specimens are compared. Evidently, the two responses match310

with each other quite well. The capacity, loading/unloading stiffness, residual deformation, as well as the energy311

dissipation, are all well reproduced by the numerical model. The measured load-carrying capacity for specimens SP3312

and SP4 are 667.8 kN and 926.8 kN, respectively, while the predicted ones are 645.8 kN and 897.9 kN, respectively.313

The maximum error is only 3.2%. Especially, the pinching effect of the specimens is rather severer than the flexure314

failure specimens S2/S3, since obvious diagonal shear cracks were observed in the joint panel region, and significant315

bond-slip behavior was occurred in the joint due to the crushing of the beam end concrete. Due to the consideration316

of the compression-softening effect and bond-slip at the critical region in the proposed method, pinching effect caused317

by these features can be captured.318

Fig. 15 further gives the experimental and numerical failure modes of the specimens, where the numerical failure319

modes are represented by the damage contours. Obviously, the X-shaped diagonal cracks at the joint panel are320
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Figure 14: Load-displacement hysteretic curves of SP3 and SP4
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predicted with highly satisfactory, and the distributed cracks and concrete crushing regions at the beam ends are also321

reflected very well.322
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Figure 15: Experimental and numerical failure modes of SP3 and SP4

5.3. Exterior beam-to-column connections with flexure failure323

Finally, two exterior beam-to-column connections with flexure failure were simulated. The connections were324

tested by Parastesh et al. [53] and specimens BCT3 and BCT4 were selected. The specimen design is shown in325

Fig. 16. The only changing variable is the spacing of the beam stirrups, i.e., it is 100 mm for BCT3 while 75 mm for326

BCT4. Material properties are given in Table 3. Note that some of the reinforcement properties were nor provided by327

the original research, such that they were determined by previous computational experience.328

The numerical lateral load-displacement curves are shown in Fig. 17. Once again, the calculated results demon-329

strate highly accurate correlations to the experimental results. The hysteretic behavior of the specimens does not show330

any pinching effects since diagonal reinforcement bars were used in the joint core, which will prevent the diagonal331

shear cracks in this region. Fig. 18 displays the computed damage distribution versus the observed failure mode of the332

specimens. As can be seen, plastic hinge was occurred at the beam ends, which agrees with the experimental results333

well. The damage extent of specimen BCT3 is greater than BCT4 since the spacing of the beam stirrups of BCT3 is334

smaller than that of BCT4. Meanwhile, the damage of the upper side of the beam is greater than the lower side for335

both specimens, since lap-splicing of the longitudinal reinforcement is used in the connection zone.336

6. Investigation of influences of modelling approaches337

The proposed finite element model for the precast beam-to-column connections has been shown to be effective338

and capable of reproducing typical cyclic behavior of the connections with different failure types. Understandably, the339
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Table 3: Material properties of the exterior beam-to-column connection specimens BCT3/BCT4

Concrete properties
Concrete type Precast Grout

Compressive strength f ′c (MPa) 27 25

Reinforcement properties
Bar diameter (mm) D10 D18 D20

Area (mm2) 78.5 254.3 314

Elasticity Es (MPa) 2×105 2×105 2×105

Yield strength fy (MPa) 300 400 400

Yield strain εy 0.0015 0.002 0.002

Hardening ratio b 0.01 0.01 0.01
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Figure 17: Load-displacement hysteretic curves of BCT4 and BCT4

cyclic behavior of the connections is influenced by the damage accumulation in the concrete material and the bond-slip340

effect, and likewise the performance of the finite element model will be affected by how these factors are represented341

in the modelling framework. In this section, some key influencing factors, namely the compression-softening effect,342

bond-slip effect and property of the post-cast concrete interface, are studied based on the validated finite element343

models in previous section. It should be noted that only one specimen in each of the previous simulated groups is344

investigated to save space, and the interior connection S2 with flexure failure, interior connection SP3 with bond/shear345

failure and exterior connection BCT3 with flexure failure are chosen.346

6.1. Influence of compression-softening effect347

As mentioned before, the compression-softening effect is a typical behavior of reinforced concrete under a multi-348

dimensional stress state, especially when subjected to shear. The presence of transverse cracks will cause the compres-349

sive strength softening in the orthogonal direction, thus it is important to be considered in the numerical simulation350

of reinforced concrete structures; otherwise the load capacity of the structure may be over-estimated. Fig. 19 de-351

monstrates the hysteretic load-displcement curves of the selected specimens obtained by the models without and with352

compression-softening, where ”C-S” denotes compression-softening. As can be observed clearly, in general, the re-353

sponses predicted by the model without compression-softening are markedly stiffer than that predicted by the model354

with compression-softening, especially after yielding. The peak strengths for the specimen S2 by the two models355

(with and without C-S) are 579 kNm and 648 kNm, respectively, and for SP3 they are 645.8 kNm and 796.2 kNm,356

respectively, while for BCT3 they are 105.7 kNm and 127.8 kNm, respectively. Evidently, for the specimen SP3357

with significant shear behavior, the extent of over-estimation will be higher since shear behavior indicates tesion-358

compression stress state and compression-softening is just corresponds to this stress state.359

6.2. Influence of bond-slip effect360

Bond-slip effect is another key factor that should be accounted for in cyclic analysis of the precast concrete beam-361

to-column connections. This effect is particularly significant in the joint and plastic hinge regions, and more so for362

the precast beam-column connections. This is because in these regions the reinforcing bars tend to undergo large363

bond-slip actions (for example the reinforcing bars in the beams tend to be pulled on one side of the joint and pushed364

on the other side). Moreover, the reversal cyclic loadings will cause several cracks in the regions, which intensifies365

the deterioration of bond between concrete and reinforcement bars. For precast connections, the quality of the precast366

concrete in the joint region cannot be fully guaranteed, therefore the bond-slip problem becomes even more important.367

The numerical results with and without accounting for the bond-slip effect are compared in Fig. 20. The response368

by the model without bond-slip (perfect bond assumption) appears to show gross overestimate of the overall strength,369
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Figure 18: Experimental and numerical failure modes of BCT3 and BCT4
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Figure 19: Results by models with and without compression-softening
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energy dissipation, as well as the stiffness. All of these indicate the inadequacy of ignoring the bond-slip effect in the370

analysis of the cyclic behavior of beam-to-column connections.371
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Figure 20: Results by models with and without bond-slip

6.3. Influence of post-cast concrete interface372

In previous studies on finite element analysis of precast beam-to-column connections, the interface between the373

precast beam and column components and the post-cast concrete is usually neglected. That is to say, the modelling of374

the precast structure is actually the same as that of the monolithic structure. However, it is widely recognized that the375

interface between the precast components and the post-cast concrete is the weak part of the structure, although some376

methods are adopted to improve the integrality of the structure, e.g., making rough of the concrete faces or adding377

extra reinforcement bars.378

To taking into account the interface effect, in this paper a 10 mm thick layer is arranged to model this interface379

and the properties of concrete is set as 90% of the post-cast concrete, i.e., both the compressive and tensile strengths380

are set as 90% of their original counterparts. Here the influence of different properties of the interface layer is also381

investigated. Three levels of concrete material properties are assigned to the interface, namely, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 times382

of the original strength. The results are shown in Fig. 21. It can be observed from the figure that the overall strength and383

stiffness of the connection are enhanced with the increase of the concrete property of the post-cast concrete interface.384

With respect to the experimental results, a reduction of the concrete property to 90% of the original property is deemed385
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to be appropriate for the type of precast connections under consideration. 0.9 f ′c matches the experimental results very386

well, while if monolithic behavior is assumed (1.0 f ′c ), the behavior of the precast connection will be over-estimated.387

Fig. 22 also demonstrates the damage contour of the interface layer for specimen S2 as an example. The damaged388

part will spread with the decrease of the concrete property.389
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Figure 21: Results by models with different interface properties

7. Conclusions390

The paper presents a 3D finite element analysis procedure for precast concrete beam-to-column connections sub-391

ject to reversal cyclic loading. Important considerations to deal with the cyclic loading include the use of a softened392

damage-plasticity model for concrete, and the modification of the M-P model for reinforcement bars in critical bond393

and anchorage regions. Furthermore, the concrete interface between the precast beam and column components and394

the post-cast concrete are also accounted for in the model.395

The modified M-P model for reinforcing bars is established on the basis of an equivalent overall slip inside the396

joint core and plastic hinge region. The overall anchorage slip of the bar is theoretically derived and validated through397

benchmarking with pull-out tests, and from there the M-P model is modified by defining an equivalent strain to en-398

compass both the actual bar strain and the slip. Although an indirect method, this treatment is effective in handling the399

bond-slip effect, and it is particularly suitable in the 3D numerical modelling of precast beam-to-column connections.400
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Figure 22: Damage of the interface layer for specimen S2
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The proposed numerical model is used to simulate a set of representative precast beam-to-column connections with401

different failure modes. The results indicate that the numerical model can capture the typical cyclic behavior, failure402

mode, stiffness degradation and energy dissipation of the connection. With the numerical model, the influence of403

key factors on the cyclic behavior of the precast connections and their modelling, namely the compression-softening404

effect, the bond-slip effect and the properties of the post-cast interface, are also studied. In general, the developed405

numerical modelling scheme provides an effective and efficient way to modelling the cyclic behavior of precast beam-406

to-column connections with good accuracy. The modelling approach can be used to investigate the influences of the407

design parameters on the seismic behavior of precast beam-to-column connections, reducing the need for costly and408

time-consuming experimental work.409
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